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Abstract. Labour accounts provide an orderly manner to compare, reconcile and built-on data from different sources. The
procedures may in principle be applied to topics other than labour. As part of a research project at the Statistical Research
and Training Center of Iran, an attempt was made for the first time to develop labour accounts for Iran for the reference year
1390 (March 2011–February 2012). The procedure is described in the first part of the paper. In the second part, comparative
tables for Australia, Denmark and Iran are constructed on each of the three main elements (employment, hours of work and
employment-related income). In the process of comparing the data, the differences in the underlying methodologies are reviewed
and an assessment is made on the way forward. To date, very few countries have attempted to construct labour accounts. The three
countries discussed in this paper represent a diverse set of statistical systems, but have in common, particularly, Iran and Australia,
the same concepts and definitions in line with the ILO international standards.
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1. Introduction

Labour accounts were first discussed at the interna-
tional level as part of the agenda of the Fifteenth Inter-
national Conference of Labour Statisticians [1], follow-
ing a seminal paper laying out the basic principles of
labour accounting by Hoffman [2]. Labour accounting
system was meant to provide a framework “for study of
relationships between the cost and demand for labour,
and its remuneration and supply.” The model suggested
“jobs” as the concept that linked the different elements.
Details in national contexts were subsequently devel-
oped by Denmark, the Netherlands and Switzerland [3].
Despite these efforts, labour accounting remains rela-
tively undeveloped and only a very limited number of
countries are compiling labour accounts on a regular
basis.

Recently, Iran has attempted for the first time to de-
velop labour accounts as part of a research project at the
Statistical Research and Training Center [4]. The pro-
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cess of confronting labour data from different sources in
a systematic manner within a conceptual framework has
proven to be extremely instructive in understanding the
strengths and weakness of the underlying data sources.
The process is described below and compared with two
of the most developed labour accounts concerning Aus-
tralia and Denmark. In Iran, three sets of labour ac-
counts were developed, on employment, hours of work
and employment-related income for the reference year
1390 (March 2011–February 2012), described in Sec-
tion 2. This year was used as the base year because a
number of relevant statistical sources were implemented
in that year, in particular, the population and housing
census, and establishment surveys for the preparation
of the input-output tables. The main structures of the
labour accounts of Australia and Denmark are described
in Section 3 and comparative tables are constructed on
each of the three main elements (employment, hours of
work and employment-related income). In the process
of comparing the data, the differences in the underlying
methodologies are reviewed and an assessment is made
on the way forward in this Section. Section 4 forms the
Concluding remarks.
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Fig. 1. Development of labour accounts in Iran: Conceptual framework.

2. Development of labour accounts in Iran

The initial aim of developing labour accounts in Iran
was to learn about the process, and to understand the
gaps and shortfalls of the various sources of employ-
ment statistics in the country. Many applications were
then identified by national accounts specialists and other
users of the data, in particular, the estimation of the
labour share of gross domestic product (GDP), the as-
sessment of the impact of one unit of investment on
employment, the measurement of the impact of a job or
one hour of work on production in different branches
of economic activity, and so on.

With these objectives in mind, a conceptual frame-
work for labour accounts was developed as schemat-
ically presented in Fig. 1 above. In line with the 15th
ICLS, the central concept of the framework is “jobs”.
A job or work activity refers to a set of tasks and duties
performed by one person for a single economic unit.
The term “job” is used in reference to employment.
When relating to forms of work other than employment
such as own-use production work, unpaid trainee work
and volunteer work, the term “work activity” is used.
Jobs are created by resident production units [5]. The
residence of an institutional unit and in particular a pro-
duction unit is the economic territory with which it has
the strongest connection, in other words, its center of
predominant economic interest [6].

Jobs have characteristics, the three of main interest
are filled or unfilled, working time and remuneration.
From the point of view of employers and labour de-
mand, filled jobs represent persons engaged and un-
filled jobs represent vacancies. From the point of view
of workers and labour supply, filled jobs represent em-
ployment and unfilled jobs represent job opportunities
for the unemployed and other persons whose labour is

underutilized [7]. A person may have more than one job,
or may have zero jobs as in the case of the unemployed
or persons outside the labour force. The labour supply
may be provided by usual residents of the country or
by non-resident foreign workers.

Working time from labour demand’s point of view is
contractual hours, normal hours of work, or hours paid
for. From the labour supply’s point of view, working
time is hours usually worked or hours actually worked
during the reference period [8]. Finally, remuneration
is regarded as labour cost from the point of view of
employers and labour demand, and income from em-
ployment from the point of view of workers and labour
supply [9,10].

Ideally, each of the concepts in Fig. 1 should be
consistently measured and linked together within the
framework to form the labour accounts of the country.

Labour demand at a given point of time is the sum
of all occupied and vacant jobs that resident producer
units require to conduct their economic activity. Es-
tablishment surveys generally form a suitable source
of data on labour demand where employers are asked
about their currently filled jobs and vacancies. Labour
supply, by contrast, comprises all currently employed
and unemployed persons present in the country whether
as residents of the country or as non-resident foreign
workers. Labour force surveys are generally recognized
as a comprehensive means of data collection on the
supply of labour, although they do not, generally, cover
non-resident foreign workers. In such a system, the dis-
tinction between jobs and persons is important. A per-
son may hold more than one job and vice versa there
may be jobs held by no one or held by more than one
person.

To implement labour accounting along these lines, it
is convenient to define a “universe” and compile statis-
tics to target that universe. The universe for labour ac-
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Fig. 2. Development of labour accounts in Iran: Practice.

counts is set to cover the production of all goods and
services according to the SNA production boundary.
The aim then is to construct labour accounts to pro-
vide statistics on employment and other forms of work
to produce goods and services, and the corresponding
statistics on working time and remuneration to cover
the specified universe as close as possible. Let U be
the universe in question. The practical steps of labour
accounting in Iran involved the construction of four-
types of tables in an orderly manner as shown in Fig. 2
above. First, tables on the universe in question were
compiled on each of three broad branches of economic
activity from all available sources for the reference year
1390 (20 March 2011 to 19 March 2012). These were
called A-tables. The three broad branches of economic
activity were: Agriculture, Industry (including mining
and quarrying, manufacturing, electricity, gas, steam
and air conditioning supply, water supply, sewerage,
waste management, and remediation activities and con-
struction), and Services.

Then, on each topic, two tables, generally those with
broadest coverage, were selected, one reflecting the
labour demand and the other, the labour supply. The
selected tables, called B-tables, were then juxtaposed in
T-form lay-out and their values compared against each
other. In the third step of labour accounting, the selected
B-tables were reconciled by adding and subtracting dif-
ferent elements from each side to get as close as possi-
ble to the universe while minimizing the unexplained
part of the differences between the two sources. The
resulting reconciled tables were called C-tables.

Let X1 and X2 be the two B-tables selected in step
two, X1 on the demand side and X2 on the supply side.
Further, denote by Y1 and Z1, the added and subtracted
elements on X1, in the reconciliation process, and sim-
ilarly, Y2 and Z2, the added and subtracted elements
on X2. The resulting reconciled C-tables may then be
expressed as, U1 = X1 + Y1 − Z1 and U2 = X2 +
Y2 − Z2, where the coverage of U1 and U2 have been
made as close as possible to U, and the balancing item,

defined as the difference between U1 and U2, has been
made as small as possible. The adjustments were some-
times in the form of multiplicative factors. The final
step after reconciliation is the selection of U1 or U2,
as the most accurate estimate of the universe. Given
that the unknown value of the universe, in practice, the
choice between U1 and U2 is made on the basis of the
magnitude of the effect of reconciliation. Thus, the C-
table which required the smallest amount of reconcili-
ation is considered as the most accurate. The selected
table was called the D-table. The set of D-tables then
formed the labour accounts.

2.1. Employment account

The construction of the employment account is
shown in Table 1. First, some ten tables on employ-
ment from a variety of sources were compiled and re-
viewed (A-tables). Two among them were retained (B-
tables): table, X1, from the input-output tables of na-
tional accounts and table, X2, from the labour force sur-
vey [11]. According to the input-output table, there were
25’372’000 persons employed in the reference year,
while according to the labour force survey, the number
of employed persons was 20’510’000. The breakdowns
by broad branch of economic activity also show con-
siderable differences, particularly, in agriculture and
industry.

The differences were reconciled to the extent possible
in the next step of labour accounting to produce the
reconciled tables (C-tables): U1 the reconciled table
based on the input-output table, U2 the reconciled tables
based on the labour force survey, and U the end result.
The main elements of reconciliation were:

Coverage adjustments

– Workers in institutional households
– Non-resident foreign workers
– Undocumented migrant workers
– Hidden or undeclared employment
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Table 1
Construction of the employment account: Iran, 1390 (20 March 2011–19 March 2012)

Input-output tables Labour force survey

Broad branch of
economic activity

Before
reconciliation (X1)

After
reconciliation (U1)

Before
reconciliation (X2)

After
reconciliation (U2)

Employment
account (U)

Total (‘000) 25’372 22’285 20’510 21’919 21’919
Agriculture 12’506 5’131 3’810 4’798 4’798
Industry 3’745 6’733 6’847 6’905 6’905
Services 9’121 10’421 9’853 10’216 10’216
Total (%) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Agriculture 49% 23% 19% 22% 22%
Industry 15% 30% 33% 31% 31%
Services 36% 47% 48% 47% 47%

Table 2
Reconciled C-table for agricultural sector statistics

Input-output tables Labour force survey
Employed persons in main and secondary jobs 12’506’108 Employed persons in main job in stock 3’809’934
Adjusted for simultaneous agricultural activities (0.52) 6’730’715 + Employed person in unsettled households 674’866
Adjusted for main job in agriculture (0.8) 5’384’572 + Employed person in institutional households 1’959
Adjusted for reference period: year versus week (0.952) 5’126’113 + Employed child 5–9 years old in the 403’753

agricultural sector
Employment in main job 5’126’113 Employment in main job 4’798’468
Employment in secondary job(s) (0.2) × 6’730’715 × (0.25) 336’536 Employment in secondary job(s) 310’310

– Working children below working age
– Workers in unsettled households
Adjustments for differences in definitions
– Own-use production work
– Unpaid trainee work
– Conscripts
– Domestic workers
– Contributing family workers
Adjustment for reference periods
– Reference week in the quarter versus last day of

the month
– Any time during reference year versus annual av-

erage
Adjustments for duplications
– Relationship between jobs and persons: persons

with multiple jobs
– Persons engaged in simultaneous activities in agri-

culture
For example, to account for the difference of about

8 million between agriculture employment according
to the input-output tables (12’506’000) and according
to the labour force survey (3’810’000), it is necessary
to quantify the various sources of discrepancies. One
source of discrepancy is the statistical treatment of si-
multaneous agriculture activities. According to the re-
sults of the 2014 agricultural census, each agricultural
holder is, on average, engaged in about 1.91 agriculture
activities. In the input-output tables, these activities are

treated separately and therefore the total employment
figure is inflated by a factor of 1.91. For comparison
with the labour force survey data, the figure should
therefore be adjusted by an inverse factor, 1/1.91 =
0.52.

Another source of discrepancy is multiple job-
holding. In Iran, about 20 percent of agriculture work-
ers are engaged in non-agriculture jobs during the off-
season. Therefore, coefficients of 0.8 and 0.2 are applied
for employment in main and second jobs, respectively.

Still another source of discrepancy concerns the dif-
ferences in the measurement of employment based on a
reference week in the labour force survey and based on
the calendar year in the input-output tables. According
to the results of the labour force survey, the average
duration of employment in main job in the agricultural
sector is about 11.4 months per year. Dividing this num-
ber by 12, the adjustment factor of 0.952 is obtained
for converting the year-long employment figure of the
input-output tables to the week-long employment figure
of the labour force survey. For the second and subse-
quent jobs, it is assumed that they occur on average
about one season per year, and therefore the adjustment
factor of 0.25 is used for conversion. The various ad-
justments are shown in the left panel of Table 2. The
slight differences with the corresponding numbers in
Table 1 are due to rounding to ‘000 persons.

The adjustments made on the labour force survey data
shown in the right panel of the table were as follows:
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– The starting point is the number of employed per-
sons at their main job in the agriculture sector ac-
cording to the labour force survey (3’809’934).
As the target population of the labour force sur-
vey is members of private settled and collective
households, members of non-settled households
and institutional households are not covered by
this survey. According to the results of the 2008
nomadic census, there were 674’866 ten-year-old
employed persons among the nomadic population
(non-settled households). Virtually all these per-
sons were engaged in agriculture (mostly animal
husbandry). Therefore, the number was added to
the total employed in agriculture.

– Next, the number of employed persons in agricul-
tural living in institutional households, 1’959, were
added based on the results of the 2011 population
and housing census.

– Next, adjustment was made for working children
5 to 9 years old below the working age, 10, used
in the labour force survey. The Multiple Indica-
tor Demographic and Health Survey conducted in
Iran in 2015 gives an estimate of the total number
of working children 5 to 9 years old. A separate
ILO estimation for 2017 indicates that 82.7 per-
cent of working children 5 to 11 years old were
employed in agriculture, 4.7 percent in industry
and 12.5 percent in services. Assuming that these
proportion were the same for children 5 to 9 years
old, it was obtained that about 403,753 employed
children 5 to 9 years old in Iran were employed in
agriculture.

– Finally, the number of employed persons with sec-
ond job in agriculture, 310’310, was obtained from
the labour force survey, as recorded in the last line
of Table 2.

Similar adjustments were made on the demand side
and supply side of employment in the other broad
branches of economic activity (Industry and Services).
The results, as shown in Table 1, indicate that total em-
ployment based on the reconciled input-output tables
has been reduced from 25’372’00 to 22’285’000 and
total employment based on the labour force survey has
been increased from 20’510’000 to 21’919’000. The
difference between the two sources, i.e., the balanc-
ing item, has thus been narrowed from 4’862’000 to
366’000, or in percentage terms from about 21.2 per-
cent to less than 1.7 percent. The last column shows
the data for the final employment account (D-tables).
It corresponds to reconciled data from the labour force
survey (U2) because it was the source with the mini-

mum amount of adjustments in the overall reconcilia-
tion process, |U2 − X2| = 1’409’000 versus |U1 − X1|
= 3’087’000.

2.2. Working time account

The working time account of Iran has been calcu-
lated on the basis of the reconciliation of estimates of
the total volume of employment derived from data on
weekly hours actually worked of the labour force sur-
vey on the supply side and data on normal weekly hours
of work obtained from the commerce and services sur-
vey on the demand side. This survey covers establish-
ments in the five specific branches of economic activ-
ity: (1) wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehi-
cles and motorcycles; (2) accommodation and food ser-
vices activities; (3) professional, scientific and technical
activities; (4) arts, entertainment and recreation; and
(5) other service activities (excluding transportation and
storage; information and communication; financial and
insurance activities; real estate activities; administra-
tive and support service activities; public administration
and defence; education; and human health and social
work activities). The data from the two sources were
first reconciled for the commerce and services sector
and then the reconciled data were generalized to total
employment.

The main elements of reconciliation included the
following type of adjustments:

Adjustments for reconciliation of coverage and defi-
nitions

– Hours worked by employed persons in unsettled
households

– Hours worked by employed persons living in in-
stitutional households

– Hours worked by working children below 10 years
of age

– Hours worked by non-resident employed persons
working in resident economic units

– Hours worked by resident employed persons work-
ing in non-resident economic units

Adjustments for reference periods

– Converting average weekly hours to annual total

Adjustment for multiple job-holding

– Hours worked in main job
– Hours worked in secondary jobs

These adjustments for the working time account were
made in line with those made for the employment ac-
count where corresponding data on hours of work were
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Table 3
Construction of the working time account: Iran, 1390 (20 March 2011–19 March 2012)

Establishment survey Labour force survey

Before
reconciliation

(X1)

After
reconciliation

(U1)

Before
reconciliation

(X2)

After
reconciliation

(U2)

Working time
account (U)

Annual volume of work (1000 hours) 12’726’459 10’971’085 11’563’822 9’968’812 10’971’085
in commerce, services

Annual volume of work (1000 hours) 63’632’295 54’855’425 57’819’110 49’844’060 54’855’425
in total economy

Total employment 25’372’000 22’285’000 20’510’000 21’919’000 21’919’000
Average weekly working time of 48.2 47.3 54.2 43.7 48.1

employed persons

available. Below a description is given of the general-
ization to total employment.

The generalization to total employment involved two
steps. The first step concerned coverage. The number of
workers covered by the commerce and services survey
was 4’584’258, about one-fifth of total employment ac-
cording to employment account (22’285’000). The cor-
responding number according to the labour force sur-
vey was 4’125’305, also close to one-fifth of total LFS
employment (21’919’000). The ratio of 1/5 was there-
fore used to expand the total number of hours worked
obtained from the reconciled working time account of
the five branches of economic activity to that of all
branches of economic activity.

The second step concerned adjustment for the ref-
erence year. The working time information on the five
branches of economic activity are obtained from the
commerce and services survey in 2014, while the ref-
erence year of the working time account is 2011. The
adjustment was made by applying the growth rate
of employment from 2011 to 2014 according to the
labour force survey estimates for the corresponding five
branches of economic activity, calculated to be r = 0.16.
Thus, to obtain the total working time for 2011 (U1 or
U2), the relation (U1 or U2) = (X1 or X2)/(1+ r) was
used in Table 3 above.

The principal results are shown in Table 3. The last
two lines of the table show the conversion of the work-
ing time accounts into average weekly hours worked
per employed person using the relationship,

1

52
× Total annual number of hours worked

Total number of employed persons
According to these results, the average number of

hours worked per employed person in the year 1390 (20
March 2011–19 March 2012) was 48.1 hours per week.
Due to the fragmented nature of the underlying data
sources, it was not possible to break down the work-
ing time account into the broad branches of economic
activity (Agriculture, Industry and Services).

2.3. Income from employment account

The income from employment account of Iran is ob-
tained from the sum of two income components: in-
come from paid employment and income from self-
employment. The accounts are calculated by recon-
ciliation of data from two major sources: compensa-
tion of employees obtained from the input-output tables
of the national accounts on the demand side and the
household income and expenditure survey data on the
supply side [12]. The data from the two sources were
reconciled taking into account of a series of elements
including:

Adjustment for coverage differences
– Income from employment of employed persons in

unsettled households
– Income from employment of employed persons

living in institutional households
– Income from employment of working children be-

low 10 years of age
– Income from employment of non-resident em-

ployed persons working in resident economic units
– Income from employment of resident employed

persons working in non-resident economic units
Adjustments for negative values of income from self-

employment
Adjustment for under reporting of income from em-

ployment
Adjustment for under coverage in certain branches

of economic activity, in particular in construction.
The adjustments for coverage differences in the in-

come from employment account was made in line with
those made for the employment account where corre-
sponding data on income from employment were avail-
able. Below descriptions are given of the other adjust-
ment.

The survey data were adjusted for negative values
of income from self-employment. In the household in-
come and expenditure survey, for certain persons the
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Table 4
Construction of the income from employment account: Iran, 1390 (20 March 2011–19 March 2012)

Broad branch of
economic activity

Input-output tables
(109 Rials)

Household income and
expenditure survey

(109 Rials)

Income from
employment
account (U)

Monthly income
from employment

‘000 Rials

Before
reconciliation

(X1)

After
reconciliation

(U1)

Before
reconciliation

(X2)

After
reconciliation

(U2)
Total 1’737’970 2’010’138 1’263’916 1’955’568 2’010’138 7’642
Agriculture 350’126 350’125 140’166 301’078 350’125 6’081
Industry 406’218 520’814 395’401 475’191 520’814 6’285
Services 981’626 1’139’199 728’349 1’179’299 1’139’199 9’293
Total (%) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% –
Agriculture 20% 17% 11% 15% 17% –
Industry 23% 26% 31% 25% 26% –
Services 57% 57% 58% 60% 57% –

reported income from self-employment in agriculture
or non-agriculture jobs may be negative. This may hap-
pen, for example, because a farmer may have purchased
a number of livestock in one year, but had little or no
income from animal husbandry in that year. Or a self-
employed person may have purchased a building for
workplace and had little or no income from his or her
activity that year. In the household income and expen-
diture survey, the incomes of these persons are reported
as negative (annual income minus cost of purchase of
livestock or building). While in the input-output tables,
the purchase of livestock or the purchase of a building
is considered as investment and no negative incomes
are included in that database. In order to adjust this
difference, the negative incomes in the household in-
come and expenditure survey were simply set to zero
for comparison with the input-output totals.

The other adjustment concerned the under-reporting
of income. The adjustment was made on the basis of the
results of a special study on under-reporting of income
in the household income and expenditure survey of the
Statistical Centre of Iran [13]. This study found the in-
come of households were under-reported, on average,
by about 27 percent among rural households and about
25 percent among urban households. These values were
used for inflating the survey estimates of income from
employment as part of the reconciliation with the cor-
responding data from the input-output tables.

Finally, income from employment in the construction
underwent a special treatment. The Statistics Centre of
Iran does not conduct separate establishment surveys
on the construction sector, and there are no accurate
administrative data in this sector. Thus, the value-added
data in the construction sector from the input-output
tables are generally not regarded as sufficiently accu-
rate. For this reason, the income from employment in
construction obtained from the household income and

expenditure survey was directly inserted in the income
from employment account.

Table 4 shows the main elements of the construction
of the income from employment account. According to
the input-output table of the national accounts, total in-
come from employment generated 1’737’970’000 mil-
lion Rials during the reference year. The corresponding
estimate from the household income and expenditure
survey was 1’263’916’000 million Rials. The break-
down by broad branch of economic activity shows still
larger discrepancies, particularly, in agriculture and ser-
vices. After adjustments for the differences in cover-
age and other elements of underreporting, total income
from employment based on the reconciled input-output
tables is now increased to 2’010’138’000 million Rials
and total income from employment based on house-
hold income and expenditure survey is increased to
1’955’568’000 million Rials. The unaccounted balance
between the two sources has thus been reduced from
474’054’000 million Rials to 54’570’000 million Ri-
als, or in percentage terms from about 23.6% to less
than 2.7%. The income account (U) column of the table
shows the final account value of income from employ-
ment which corresponds the reconciled estimate from
the input-output tables (U2) because the reconciliation
involved the minimum amount of adjustments.

The results show that the total annual income from
employment generated by the economy was 2’010’138
billion Rials in 1390 (20 March 2011–19 March 2012),
representing 132 billion Euros, or 149 billion USD,
at the currency exchange rates (1000 Rials = 0.06556
Euros = 0.07405 USD). The average monthly income
from employment per employed person was 7’642’000
Rials (501.0 Euros, 565.9 USD). The average monthly
income from employment per employed person was
least in agriculture (398.7 Euros, 450.3 USD) and high-
est in services (609.2 Euros, 688.1 USD). It is also in-
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structive to note that the share of agriculture in total
annual income from employment was 17 percent while
the corresponding share of total employment in agricul-
ture was 22 percent. Similarly, the share of industry in
total annual income from employment was 26 percent
while the corresponding share of total employment in
industry was 31 percent. Finally, the share of services in
total annual income from employment was 57 percent
while the corresponding share of total employment in
services was 47 percent.

3. Comparison with labour accounts in Australia
and Denmark

The labour accounts of Australia and Denmark are
briefly described in this section, before comparing the
results with those described earlier on the labour ac-
counts of Iran.

3.1. Australia

The Australian Labour Account is based on an ex-
tensive framework, incorporating four distinct quad-
rants: Jobs, Persons, Labour Volume and Labour Pay-
ments [14]. Household surveys are the primary source
of data on the supply of labour, supplemented by data
from related government administrative records. Sur-
veys of businesses, government and not-for-profit in-
stitutions and relevant administrative data sets are the
main sources of information on labour demand. The re-
sulting labour account consists of 11 sets of tables sub-
divided into 19 industry divisions, with quarterly data
covering the period from September 2010 to September
2018.

One of the features of the Australian labour account
is the series of identity relationships built within and
between the four quadrants of the account. In the “jobs”
quadrant, there are two basic identity relationships:

1. Total jobs = Filled jobs + Job vacancies
2. Filled jobs = Number of main jobs + Number of

secondary jobs

In the “persons” quadrant, three identity relationships
are specified:

1. Labour force = Employed persons + Unem-
ployed persons

2. Employed persons = Number of main jobs (Total
economy level)

3. Unemployed persons + Underemployed persons
= Underutilized persons

The term “underemployed” refers to time-related un-
deremployment defined by the 19th ICLS “Resolution
concerning statistics of work, employment and labour
underutilization” [7]. The concept of “underutilized per-
sons” does not cover the potential labour force defined
by the 19th ICLS Resolution [7]. The potential labour
force refers to “unavailable jobseekers” and “available
potential jobseekers” including the “discouraged job-
seekers”. In the analysis of labour supply and demand,
one may compare total jobs and total labour force, and,
correspondingly, job vacancies and underutilized per-
sons. Also, in principle, the number of main jobs in
the Jobs quadrants should be equal to the number of
employed persons in the persons quadrant.

The “volume” quadrant specifies four identity rela-
tionships:

1. Hours actually worked + hours sought but not
worked = Available hours of labour supply

2. Hours actually worked/Filled jobs = Average
hours worked per job

3. Hours sought but not worked = Hours sought
by unemployed + Additional hours sought by
underemployed

4. Hours paid for = Ordinary time hours paid for +
Overtime hours paid for

Hours paid for may be regarded as labour hours from
the point of view of the employer or the demand side of
the labour market. By contrast, hours actually worked
may be regarded as labour hours from the point of view
of the worker or the supply side of the labour mar-
ket. In principle, hours paid for applies both to a paid-
employment job and to a self-employment job paid on
the basis of time units. For a self-employment job (for-
mal or informal) paid on the basis of time units, hours
paid for is equivalent to hours actually worked. The cal-
culation of identity relationship 3 requires data not only
on number of unemployed and time-related underem-
ployed persons but also on the number of hours sought.
While international guidelines exist on the measure-
ment of volume of time-related underemployment [9,
para.10], corresponding guidelines on the measurement
of volume of unemployment or composite measure of
volume of unemployment and time-related underem-
ployment do not exist.

Finally, the “payments” quadrant specifies four
other identity relationships concerning labour cost and
employment-related income:

– Total labour cost = Total labour income +
Employment-related costs + Payroll tax − Em-
ployment subsidies
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– Total labour income = Compensation of employ-
ees + Labour income from self-employment

– Total labour income/employed persons = Average
labour income per employed person

– Total labour cost/hours worked (hours paid for) =
Average cost per hours worked (Average cost per
hours paid for)

Labour cost may be regarded as wages from the point
of view of the employer or the demand side of the labour
market. By contrast, labour income or employment-
related income may be regarded as earnings from the
point of view of the worker or the supply side of the
labour market. Labour income refers to employment-
related income [10]. The data on weekly hours actu-
ally worked for Australia are obtained directly from
the labour accounts and compared with the correspond-
ing data from the labour force survey. In the case of
labour income, the average income per labour account
employed person during the quarter is divided by three
to obtain the monthly income from employment. The
corresponding survey data are obtained from the Survey
of Average Weekly Earnings (AWE) for employees at
main job, May 2018, adjusted to monthly figure by the
factor 52/12 [15].

3.2. Denmark

The Denmark Labour Market Account [16] is a re-
markable system of account providing data on the pop-
ulation’s labour market status in terms of full-time per-
sons, covering a given period of time or a given point-
in-time (2008–2016), broken down by sex, age group,
region, ancestry and 24 socio-economic statuses such as
persons in ordinary employment, persons in subsidized
employment, unemployed and other persons receiving
public benefits, persons enrolled in education, children
and youth not enrolled in education and other people
outside the labour force [16]. The data are published
annually but collected continuously. The primary data
are register-based obtained from a range of sources, in-
cluding the e-income register, central business register,
income statistics, statistics on persons receiving social
benefits and the central population register. Under the
Danish Labour Market Accounts (LMA) system, data
are processed in four major stages:

– The first stage involves compilation of data from
different sources, entered into a coherent and ho-
mogenous source database.

– Then, the various data sources are controlled for
“illegal” overlaps, for example, a person receiv-
ing unemployment benefits and, at the same time,
registered as being in employment.

– The next stage is the application of the hourly stan-
dard of 37 hours per week: a full-time person cor-
responds to 37 hours and a person can at maximum
contribute with 37 hours in the LMA. This means,
for example, that if a person, who is receiving early
retirement pay and who is at the same time holding
a job, the person will be included as a fraction of
full-time person in relation to the recipient of early
retirement pay (say 0.9) with complement fraction
(0.1) in relation to being in employment. A range
of such special conditions are applied for the sta-
tistical treatment of different types of temporary
absence from employment, persons in subsidized
employment and persons receiving various types
of public benefits at the same time.

– The final stage of data processing is the linkage
of the labour market status with various demo-
graphic and work-place related information from
other data sources.

The labour market accounts of Denmark do not pro-
vide data on working time and income from employ-
ment. Statistics Denmark however maintains an annual
and quarterly Working Time Accounts [17], in which
the statistics include data on employment, number of
jobs, hours worked and compensation of employees
by sex, industry, sector, socioeconomic status (self-
employed, assisting spouse or employee). The accounts
are constructed on the basis of existing statistical data
adapted and adjusted to achieve coherence with the
Working Time Accounts (WTA) concepts and defini-
tions. The primary data source is the Labour Market
Accounts and the results deliver labour market data to
the business short-term statistics (STS) and the system
of national accounts (SNA/ESA) [18].

Employment refers to the average number of per-
sons who every day during the reference period have
been paid either as self-employed, assisting spouse or
employee in primary job. Included in the count are:

– Assisting spouses who have transferred income
from the self-employed company’s business.

– Working proprietors if it is estimated that there
is sufficient activity to constitute a job, based on
information from administrative records.

– Subsidized employment if the persons is paid.
– Persons who are temporarily absent for any reason

but are attached to a workplace in the form of
having a job to return to.

– Persons who have not received any wages for a
period of 45 days, but have subsequently returned
to the same employer.

– Persons on maternity leave or sick leave.
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Generally excluded from the count are unpaid family
workers.

Jobs refers to the average number of jobs both in pri-
mary employment of persons employed and any side-
line jobs by the person. Included in the count are:

– Persons who have not received any wages for a
period of 45 days, but have subsequently returned
to the same employer.

Excluded from the count are:
– Persons temporarily absent from work due to

leave, childbirth or illness. For sick leave, the du-
ration must be beyond the employer period (where
the entire period of absence is subtracted). If no
pay is received during the absence, the leave period
has a maximum duration of 3 months.

– Employment of less than 1 hour of paid work per
week.

Hours worked or hours actually worked is measured
in essentially four steps:

– Hours paid for to employees by employers, in-
cluding hours in jobs that are not part of the per-
son’s primary job, paid overtime but excluding
paid hours of absence. Paid meal breaks are re-
garded as hours of availability and are included in
hours paid. Paid hours of overtime are defined as
the number of paid hours worked in excess of nor-
mal paid hours (i.e. contractual hours) and include
extra hours of work of part-time employed without
additional overtime pay.

– Calculation of ‘paid’ hours of work for self-
employed and assisting spouses in their main job
and in their sideline job, separately. For main job,
it is calculated as the average paid hours of work
by employees in primary jobs in the same group
(defined in terms of industry, gender, age group
and reference month) and adjusted with an aggre-
gated factor for how much more self-employed
and assisting spouses say they work more than
employees say work in primary jobs according to
the corresponding results of the labour force sur-
vey. For sideline jobs, the calculation is based on
the ‘paid’ hours in main job, but adjusted for how
many fewer paid hours of work employees work
in sideline jobs compared to paid hours of work
by employees in main jobs.

– Conversion of hours paid to hours actually worked.
The conversion is carried out on the basis of the
structural statistics on earnings taking into account
that not all paid hours are necessarily performed,
as the employed person may be entitled to paid
absences.

– Redistribution of hours worked throughout the
year to take into account of the fact that holi-
days, sickness, public holidays are not equally dis-
tributed throughout of the months of the year.

Due to lack of detailed information, unpaid overtime
hours worked and criminal hours of work are excluded
from the estimation of hours worked in the Working
Time Accounts, although such estimates are contained
in the National Accounts.

Compensation of employees in the Working Time
Accounts includes compensation of employees in cash
or in kind which the employer pays to an employee for
work performed over a period. It includes;

– A-income, salaries, fees, etc.
– Holiday allowances, wages and salaries during

sickness or leave.
– Wage subsidies of any kind, remuneration to board

members, committees, etc.
– Pension-like payments to previous employees.
– Labour market contributions and contributions

to the Danish Labour Market Supplementary
Scheme.

– Taxable value of fringe benefits.
– Total actual contributions to pension schemes from

the Central Pensions System operated by the Dan-
ish tax authorities.

– Earned pensions in private pension funds.
It excludes:
– Reimbursement of maternity and sickness benefits

for the employer.
– Earned public service pension (for the time being).

3.3. Comparisons

The labour account estimation of total employment
in Iran is compared with those of Australia and Den-
mark in Table 5. The labour force survey is used as
benchmark for comparing the labour account estimates.
The first numeric column gives the Australian results. It
indicates that there were 13’649’000 employed persons
in Australia in June 2018, an estimate 8.0 percent higher
than the corresponding labour force survey estimate.
The difference is mainly due to additions of defence
personnel, non-residents employed in Australia, and
child workers, and adjustments for secondary employ-
ment and residents employed overseas [14, Appendix
4, cat. no. 6150.0].

The next column gives the results for Denmark. It
shows that employment in terms of full-time persons
was 2’164’000 in 2016, considerably lower than the
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Table 5
Labour account and labour force survey estimates of employment: Australia, Denmark, Iran

Australia 2018 (June) Denmark 2016 Iran 2011 (1390)
Population 24’894 5’746 75’150
Employment Persons (‘000) Full-time persons (‘000) Persons (‘000)
Labour account 13’649 2’164 21’919
Labour force survey 12’563 2’748 20’510
Difference 1’086 −584 1’409
% 8.0% −27.0% 6.4%

Sources: [19] Australian Bureau of Statistics, 6150.0.55.003 – Labour Accounts Australia, Quarterly
Experimental Estimates, Table 1. Total All Industries – Trend, Seasonally Adjusted and Original,
Sep 2010 to Sep 2018; [20] Australian Bureau of Statistics, 6202.0 – Labour Force, Australia, Jun
2018. [Seasonally adjusted 12’573’800]; [21] Denmark, StatBank, Labour Accounts, Table AMR1,
Ordinary employment total 2016; [22] Denmark, StatBank, Labour Force Survey, Table AKU101,
2016; [4] Iran, Statistical Research and Training Center, Construction of Labour Accounts in Iran:
Concepts, Principles and Methods, in Farsi, Tehran, Spring 1397 (2018).

Table 6
Labour accounts and household-based survey estimates of working time and remuneration: Australia,
Denmark, Iran

Australia 2018 (June) Denmark 2016 Iran 2011 (1390)
Population (‘000) 24’894 5’746 75’150
Weekly hours actually worked Hours Hours Hours
Labour accounts, WTA (Denmark) 29.7 26.0 48.1
Labour force survey 32.1 29.8 43.7
Difference −1.5 −3.8 4.4
% −4.8% −14.6% 9.1%
Monthly income from employment AUS $ Krone 1000 Rials
Labour accounts 5’966 – 7’642
AWE (Australia), HIES (Iran) 5’232 – 7’435
Difference 734 – 207
% 12.3% – 2.7%

Notes: WTA = Working Time Accounts [17], AWE = Survey of Average Weekly Earnings [15], HIES
= Household Income and Expenditure Survey [12].

LFS estimate of 2’748’000 employed persons. The dif-
ference is mainly due to the fact that the labour market
account employment refers to full-time persons, defined
as work of 37 hours per week, and that a person can at
maximum contribute 37 hours in the labour market ac-
count. The documentation states that “the total number
of full-time persons in the labour account corresponds
to the average Danish population.”

The last line of the table gives the percentage dif-
ference between the labour force survey estimate and
labour account estimate of employment for each coun-
try. It measures the gap between the two estimates and
the extent of adjustment needed on the labour force
estimate to reach the labour account estimate. One may
thus interpret the figure as reflecting the degree of com-
plexity of the employment account of the country. In
this sense, Iran has the least complex employment ac-
count, followed by Australia and Denmark with the
most complex employment account.

Similar results on working time and remuneration
are shown in Table 6 above. As mentioned earlier, data
on working time and compensation of employees in

Denmark are obtained from a separate system of ac-
counts called Working Time Accounts, linked to the
national accounts. The results for 2016 extracted from
table ATR118 of statistics Denmark are reproduced be-
low:

Total 2016
Hours worked (1000 hours) 3 835 846
Employment (number) 2 834 048
Jobs (number) 3 064 869
Compensation of employees 1 064 330
(DKK million)

The annual figure on hours worked is converted to
average weekly hours actually worked as in Table 6
above. For the labour force survey, the weekly hours
actually worked are obtained from the Denmark Statis-
tics series AKU410A. Data on income from employ-
ment for Denmark are not reported in Table 6 because
the available data from the Working Time Accounts
concern compensation of employees which excludes
income from self-employment.

The last lines in top and bottom panels of Table 6
give the percentage difference between the labour ac-
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counts estimate and the survey estimate for each of the
reported country. It can be observed that the percentage
difference for the Iran data is smaller in absolute terms
than the corresponding percentage difference for Aus-
tralia except for the working time account. As suggested
earlier, this means that a lower amount of adjustments
was involved in the construction of the accounts of Iran
relative to those of Denmark in the case of the working
time account and of Australia in the case of the income
from employment account. It is also instructive to note
while in both Australia and Denmark, the weekly hours
actually worked calculated from the accounting system
is lower than the corresponding figure from the labour
force survey, the reverse is true in the case of the Iran.

The main weaknesses of the Iran labour accounts as
presently produced are the limited coverage of hours
of data in establishment surveys on the demand side,
and the absence of data on non-resident employed per-
sons working in resident economic units in household
surveys on the supply side. There are many other chal-
lenges which the very process of labour accounting
have uncovered and must be confronted in the future.
For this purpose, the production of labour accounts has
been put in the agenda of the Statistical Center of Iran
and a team has been formed to undertake the required
tasks.

4. Concluding remarks

Labour accounts provide a framework for reconcil-
ing and linking data from different sources. In the pro-
cess, labour accounting provides a base for identify-
ing inconsistencies, gaps and other shortcomings of the
labour statistics of the country. The statistics obtained
from labour accounts should also provide improved
and more consistent data for macro-economic analy-
sis of the labour market, in particular, the analysis of
productivity and the relationship between employment
and economic growth. The review of the methodolo-
gies of labour accounts in Australia, Denmark and Iran
shows that there are still major differences in concep-
tual framework. While part of the differences may be
attributable to the underlying statistical infrastructure
of the country, a major part may be due to the lack in-
ternational standards on this topic. Given that labour
accounts provide a powerful tool for organizing and
analyzing labour statistics, it would be highly valuable
if the development of international standards on this
topic, started in the 1980’s by the International Labour
Office, could be revived.

It is true that countries have developed labour ac-
counts with different objectives in mind. For example,
in Iran, labour accounts were initially constructed to
learn about the process, and to understand the gaps and
shortfalls of the diverse sources of employment data.
In Australia, labour accounts were constructed mainly
to provide information for productivity analysis at in-
dustry level that is more coherent with industry output
of the national accounts than data available from the
household labour force survey. By contrast, the labour
accounts in Denmark were constructed with the pri-
mary purpose of providing a complete overview of the
population’s labour market status compiled in terms of
full-time persons and broken down by socio-economic
groups, in particular, persons in employment, students,
unemployed persons and other persons receiving public
benefits, children and young people and other people
outside the labour force.

While the statistical objectives have been diverse
among countries, and are expected to remain so in
the future, the underlying need to combine varied data
sources in an organized manner is and will remain a
common desideratum in all countries. Standard pro-
cedures, agreed among labour statisticians across the
world, will no doubt play a crucial role to promote the
art of “combining data sources to produce new infor-
mation not contained in any single source.” [23]. This
should become ever so important in the future, as the
current trend of increasing use of register-based labour
statistics and decreasing reliance on survey data in many
countries will, in all likelihood, continue.
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